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Abstract. It is shown that simply connect巴dsmooth m-mainfolds with a certain 
homotopy and tangential property are very frequently diffeomorphic mod@m if they are 
tangentially homotopy equivalent. 
1. Introduction 
Two manifolds MJ， M2 are called tangentially homotopy equivalent if there exists a 
homotopy equivalence 1 : MJ→M2 such that 1*(τM2) is stably equivalent toτMJ， where 
τM;， i = 1，2， are their tangent bundles. In this paper， we are concerned with closed 
smooth m-manifolds M which are simply connected and satisfy the following hypotheses : 
(EJ M -(a point) has the homotopy type of a bouquet of spheres (V [=J S~) V (V j=J 
SJ)， where 0<ρ<q，ρ+q=m. 
(昆)‘ M.is ρ-parallelizable (that is， M is parallelizable on its p-skeleton of a tria-
ngulation). 
We study whether such two manifolds MJ， M2 as above which are tangentially homotopy 
equivalent are diffeomorphic mod (8)m (that is， MJ = M2#~ for some ~ of (8)m) or not. We 
treat with the following cases : 
(A) m=2n+ Lρ=n， n註2，
(B) m=.2n，ρ=n-1， n詮4，
(C) m=2n-1， ρ=n-2， n主6，
(D) mニ2n-2，ρ=n-3， n主8，
(E) m=2n-3，ρ=n-4， n ミ10，
(F) mニ2n-4，ρ=n-5，n ミ12.
Here， q is kept as q = n十1in every case to advance our argument in a unifying way. 
One of the authors showed the following in [25J and partly in [4J and [5J . 
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sn-3 X sn+l but neither of them is diffeomorphic to sn-3 X sn+l mod @2n-2・ Wenote that 
B(4)二 δI}4)， sn-3X~n+l= δ (Dn-2 x ~n+l) ， and Dn-2 x ~n+l can be considered as a handle-
body of:Jr (2n-1， 1， n+1). In fact， represent the homology class (* x~n+l) by an 
imbedded (n+ l)-sphere in Dn-2 x ~n+l(nミ 8) and take the tubular neighbourhood N with 
boundary. Then， itis clear from the h-cobordism theorem that Dn-2 x ~n+l is diffeomor-
phic to N， which can be considered as a handlebody of;t (2n-1， 1， n+ 1). Clearly， B4) and 
N are of type O. Thus， sn-3 X ~n+l is just diffeomophic to B(4). Similar arguments also 
hold for B(5)， sn-4x~n+l and for B(6)， sn-5x~n+l. This completes the proof. 
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